What do you feel is the role of the Cayuga County Sheriff's Office in our community?
To protect and serve
To serve and protect the community
I'm proud to say that you are all doing an amazing job.
Protection and enforcement
To protect and serve in a fair and balanced manner.
To protect the community from harm and enforce regulations put forth by the state.
Overall, the department as a whole is a leading LEO agency. Some of your officer's are over zealous and tactfully irresponsible, even with speaking to a sitting judge.
Since the new sheriff has taken office, a new, honorable, transparent department has taken place.
To protect, serve and do so with dignity and respect to all.
To provide protection to the public and arrest people that commit crimes
To provide a voice of reason and provide enforcement to those who work outside the realm of reason.
Protect and serve
Provide service to the community and support the citizens while keeping a safe community.
To protect and serve
To serve and protect
Public safety, assisting the public , answering complaints.
To provide a Jail, Court, Civil Paper and Pistol permit, The Road Patrol is a major benefit that is not required by Law but to depend on the State Police would be foolish so
support and funding all parts is very important, It took many years to get to the position that the Sheriff Office is at and to go backwards now is beyond reality.
Safety, security, respect.
To protect the citizens
Law enforcement
Trying to deal with the struggle of people to comply and succeed in our society, their success and oftentimes failures
Protect citizens
To protect and serve the residents of our county in a fair and just manor as well as following the rules, laws and current practices of law enforcement in a highly dynamic
environment.
To maintain peace and order. And they do a fantastic job.
To uphold the laws of new york state.
To protect citizens and be there to help people in a crisis. Also to be friendly peopl you interact with you see them out and about in the community checking on everyone
to protect and serve citizens within the county for emergency and non emergency needs.
Law enforcement and protection of life/property.
To keep the community safe and protected.
I feel that the role of our local sheriffs department is changing everyday. Society need more help than ever before. The sheriff do an amazing job at policing but I feel the
job is bigger now. I would love to see therapist be a common thing.
Create law and order.
Maintain order and promote good will in community
The sheriffs office advocates so well for people in the community and really shows that they care.
They are an invaluable asset to the community that can help connect people to services and protect and serve the community.
To serve and protect every individual as part of the community.
Police need to focus on providing social services to every individual.
Police should be treating criminals with the same respect they show victims.
Police should never press any charges during a mental health crisis.
Deescalation of every situation should be the #1 goal!
Every officer should be wearing a camera, by law.
Every Police officer should be held to a higher standard of law.
No Police officers should be in possession of a gun. Unless they are a SWAT Team member, working with SWAT.
Police always have the advantage of time, equipment and officers. Therefore there's no reason why they would need to forcefully engage in, assault, destruction of
property, murder ect..
Investigating every incident that force is used, by asking "Was it necessary?" Then charging officers whenever the answer is no. An outside, third party should be
responsible for answering that question.
To serve and protect people living outside the city
To protect, serve and build relationships with its comminuty.
To ensure the safety of the citizens of Cayuga County as well as protecting their rights and upholding law and order
Doesn't play a big enough role, needs to be more involved with local APD, many of those officers abuse their power, and use unnecessary force.
To prevent crime and deal with it in a timely respectful manner. Not that it isn't expected on both sides.
To Protect and Serve
The Sheriffs office should provide public safety through education and enforcement. Education is the key to success
To protect and serve its community agianst crime
Enforce the law
To protect the safety and security of the community

I moved here years ago from Ca and I love it here. There is a lot of respect for our community. I feel safer here than I did in Ca. Thank you for all you do every day!
To stand up for our constitutional rights not executive orders
to serve and protect
1. Personal and property Security
2. Assistance with questions on legal matters
3. Community Service
4. Accident and crime investigation
5. Stay safe out there!
6. We support you!
7. We back the Thin Blue Line!
8. DO NOT DEFUND THE POLICE
uphold the law and protect its citizens
Making their presence known, especially in "questionable" areas.
Serve and protect......it's pretty simple.
Protect the life and property of County Residents and visitors.
Protection
To protect and serve or county and community.
guardian of our safety, protect and help
To keep everyone Safe.
To keep the community safe and be their when needed.
Protecting life and property- enforcing law
To protect citizens and their property.
To interact with community members and show them that your not the bad guy!
Very very important. I support all the fine work you do.
To be a presences in the community making people feel safe.
Crime investigation
Traffic stops
Welfare checks
To assist us with law with our county matters.
To provide a safe community and protect the people of the county
To protect the residents and business owners from wrong doing.
protect and serve
To protect and serve all of the members of the community, make individual's feel safe at all times.
Protecting the public, arresting/housing criminals, and keeping everyone in the County safe.
Respect
To provide a customer focused - community policing model where the residents and law enforcement together identify and attempt to solve the issues affecting the
community as a whole.
Protect and enforce all laws.
Keep community safe by enforcing law and order.
To keep the peace and Investigate crimes, enforced traffic laws, responding to accidents 911 calls reaching out to the community, they do a wonderful job in Cayuga
county. Sheriff shneck Is a very professional and loyal to our community. The sheriffs department in general and the custody division in the jail is very professional and
courteous. I've spent four months in the county jail on the work crew which does amazing things for fire houses cleaning up the roads and many of other things. I've been
arrested a couple times and I have been treated with nothing but respect and I hold myself responsible for my actions and have never had a grudge against the sheriffs
department. They are a wonderful group of sheriffs and deputies and custody deputies. I would recommend that they are number one sheriffs department that I've ever
come in contact with in the multiple states that I've been in. I've lived here my whole life and seeing nothing but positive things that they do. Never once have I seen one
miss action from the sheriffs department employee. Even though I've been arrested and been in jail I still hold myself Accountable for my actions and seen firsthand how
to respect full treatment they give to people in trouble. God bless them and everything they do and they need more funding. Our sheriff is a first class man like we've
never seen before. The state police on the other hand is out of control, they need retraining for being peace officers. Militarized training should be abandoned and
peace officer training should be the new training. The Cayuga county sheriffs department are very professional and respectful to the people of our county.
Law enforcement is the main thing I expect. Secondary is education and prevention. A good relationship with the citizens is vital.
Never seen them in Fairhaven
To protect people and property.
provide public safety
Enforce traffic laws
enforce the criminal laws of NY
Serve warrants
Protect and serve the citizens
To protect and serve
To protect and service the community
As much as is possible, protect all citizens and treat everyone equally under all laws, local and national.
If you can't put it on Facebook and brag about it they tend to avoid it.

The first thing that comes to mind is protect. Protection involves so many things; more than I'm aware of, I'm sure. Enforcing laws and regulations is important but is not
always simple or easy. Knowing people, their reactions, mind sets is crucial. Even more crucial is how to deal with the many varied ways people respond to enforcement.
It takes solid, stable individuals who can separate their opinions and emotions from a situation do do a job in any form of law enforcement. You have my gratitude and
respect.
The Safety and Security of the county residents and its properties. Along with maintaining Dignity, Honor, and Respect for the men and women of the police force.
To investigate crimes, like burglaries, sex crimes, assaults, murders. To refer people to Medical and Social Services when warranted.
Keeping community safe
To help fight crime
To serve and protect.
just defund it all
Serve and protect.
Many roles that include protecting residents, investigation, education on the laws, criminal investigation, social services when needed.
Protect, serve the public. Maintain Law and Order.
Protect its citizens.
The sheriff's role is they work for the people who put them in that position. Which means to protect our rights of the constitution of the united state of America. Which
means governor has no right to lock down or muzzle we the people of NY. They need to remember the oath they took when they were sworn in office. We need strength
in our elective officials.
Enforce laws; protect people
To keep law and order
Maintaining order in a civil manner.
Keep our community safe and be there at any given moment for any emergency situation.
Act as a deterrent to criminal activity, respond to emergencies.
Treat everyone the same regardless of skin color.
Protection and assistance as needed pertaining to the law
Keep the peace and help keep our communities safe
SAFETY, SECUIRTY, AND ENFORCING EXISITNG LAWS
Protect and Serve
I believe the role of the sheriffs is to assist citizens. It is also to protect citizens from the unlawful. I do believe more money should be spent on community out reach
programs then on militarizing the police force. It is better to be proactive then reactive.
To oversee the safety and wellness of Cayuga County residents and to assist other law enforcement agencies if needed
Safeguard the citizens of Cayuga County.
to protect the citizens and provide safety
To protect us all!
Peace keeping
extreme emergencies, otherwise "standby and stand back"
to provide safety to our citizens, proactive in crime management, deter crime, foster positive community feelings towards police, support the local police departments
To protect our community and keep our community members safe.
To deal with the people that have no respect for others.
Enforce laws
Provide safety
To provide consistent enforcement of the laws in Cayuga County.
To protect the citizens , their rights, businesses and their properties. Ready to respond when called upon and a true pillar for the community.
To assist citizens with any issues they may have.
To keep our community members safe from harm and to assist when an incident does occur.
Protecting the community and keeping us safe.
Protect and support the citizens as well as our community.
To protect people and property and to provide law enforcement when necessary. This covers many areas including the county jail and road patrol, etc.
To attend to the safety of our community. Ensuring people feel safe, and ensuring justice is executed.
To protect and serve
Protect residents, respond with respect and concern for the safety of residents. Uphold and enforce the law.
To protect and serve the residents of Cayuga county
Public Safety is paramount and goal is to have it delivered in an open, equitable and dignified manner. I believe our Sheriff's Office strives to accomplish this already in a
professional and approachable way. If there are means to improve this - all the better.
To provide service to the citizens of Cayuga County, to enforce current laws, protect citizens.
I do not wish to share this with you
To promote public safety and uphold the law. Also, trust and accountability between the community and law enforcement. The County Sheriff should have an active
role in community events to promote public awareness that law enforcement wants to work with the community members to have a safe community to live in.
To protect the citizens and their property.
Responding to crime, investigating crime, keeping our community safe, building relationships with the community , responding to emergencies

Their role is to apprehend those who are threatening the peace and order, disobeying the laws set forth in Cayuga County. They are expected to help keep our County
and its residents safe from individual(s) who feel they are above the laws and/or make their own laws. They are there to help in times when acts of nature strike, causing
electrical lines to be down or road flooding or even when there is a bad accident, and those roads and areas need to be closed off from others and/or patrolled. They
help with other Law Enforcement Agencies, such as Auburn Police and the NY State Police, when those agencies are short handed or a particular situation calls for more
hands on deck. They keep law and order of large crowds at County wide functions or fundraisers, etc. There are so many roles they have within this County....too many to
think of at once, too many to type!
To serve the Community and intervene when an individual's rights are being violated.
They should have { more road checks for DWI in Genoa,
NY } and to have a side street drive thru at different times of day and nights
To treat everyone with respect especially if it is a mental health issue ex: alcohol/suicide threat
Put the bad guys in jail and help people from the bad guys that are out there
To protect and serve
To serve and protect
They should have { more road checks for DWI in Genoa,
NY } and to have a side street drive thru at different times of day and nights
To bring awareness as well as policing in an unbiased way.
Protect and serve and I think they do it very well.
Protect property, enforce laws, prevention and investigate.
To protect the members of our community and to provide a safe environment for our families to live in.
Keep the Peace, and Enforce the Law.
Tp protect and arrest those breaking the laws.
2D escalate the problem not to enhance it!
To protect the people and property with out people crying that its racism because they got caught doing things wrong. There job is hard enough without having to look
over their shoulder to make sure they dont offend a group of people who want something for nothing. They should be respected. There are bad apples like everything
else but with "King Cumo" in charge things will only get worse with his candy ass attitude
Protect and serve, honor their Oath.
Protect and serve!!! The Sherriff's office offices that I have alway been professional, properly dressed, sometimes brutally honest. Helpful, funny, and most importantly
they never made me feel beneath them.
To not act like dick state troopers
I live in Sterling NY and the response time for emergency calls is long
The Office has many roles. It is best summed up by the phrase "serve and protect".
To protect and serve! What else.
To protect the citizens and to render Assistance during emergencies
Keep us safe.
Assist homeless and those in need.
Respect the work you do. I believe black lives and blue lives matter. I would like to see more diversity on the force
Protect and serve our community.
To protect the residents of the County from people that break the laws, and ensure our safety when we find ourselves in harm's way.
Protection
To enforce the law.
We like our police departments to be more investigative in their focus. Like the fire department and ambulance services, come when called. I don't know that it's an
issue as much as it is for city/village departments, but doing less of the 'nanny' things like traffic and parking tickets. Brian and the whole department have done a
fantastic job of keeping the public informed of public safety issues, what the dept is doing, and policies/positions on important issues.
The Vision statement at the beginning of this survey. Fair and just policing. I would like the police to just do their job; protect people, places, and property.
I feel their roll in the the schools is a good thing. These kids bond with the Sheriff. I feel they bond with the community. Great relationships.
Their roll is just doing their job without so many new rules/laws that stop them from stopping the bad guy.

Protect the community
At least make an appearance around the area , come when called ,to suport in case of emergencies . Monitor our streets and to keep us safe ...
Keep people safe and try to stop crimes or DWI's before they happen
Law enforcement including some additional public service.nu nu
To serve and protect our residents by following the US Constitution and NYS Constitution plus the laws enacted LEGALLY under them
The Cayuga County Sheriffs Dept offers home town enforcement of laws and the feeling of we being. I always feel safe in our community because the deputies live
amongst us and are part of the local community they reside and want for their families the same thing we all want. To feel safe and secure
To up hold lawful rules and regulations. To keep the peace, to protect other from violence, etc.
Ensure safety on neighborhoods and public areas.
Maintaining law and order, uphold the constitution

Serve and protect
The Sheriff's role should be to enforce the laws that are on the books, treating people in a fair and professional manner. Protecting the the people of the county that
they were sworn to do.
To protect and serve the residents of Cayuga County equally and fairly
To protect and serve communities in many aspects.
To be there in good times and bad..
Provide Law Enforcement, respond to emergency situations, investigate crimes and make arrests.
Enforce laws, protect the community, promote safety
To keep the people safe.
To harass drivers and generate money for ridiculous reasons. My father always told me that if you go looking for trouble,,,,,you will find trouble. Police need to lose the
attitude and serve the public, not just try to screw them out of money!!
To be a caring presence of order or assistance.
To aid and assist the citizenry in providing emergency services when needed. To enforce the laws when it comes to crime and traffic regulation.
The role of the Cayuga county's sheriff's office is to provide protection to the citizens of Cayuga county. See to that the crime rate is at its lowest.
Within the city of Auburn, I have no idea what their role is because I never see them involved in any situations.
To fill the void between different towns. The county is long and needs an intermediary service to fully cover the region.
Uphold the Constitution by way of protecting and serving the people.
You need more cars on the night shift weekdays and weekends.
They play favorites , if they know a party in a domestic they take their friends side - right or wrong . I was treated like dirt and I'm the one who called for assistance
recently on two separate occasions which I documented and recorded . Horrible horibble horrrible , and I support the police !
Serve and protect the public
To serve the public as needed. Not to bow to the whims of every liberal group that thinks they know anything about police work. Speaking as a former police officer
Traffic enforcement
I feel they work to much, they need more help with mental heal issues and drugs.i feel we put to much on them. With what is on the news train how to handle
appropriate way with new please officers and a training add once year.
Protect our community
To monitor and protect the public, when necessary to intercede and act in enforcing the law.
To enforce the law, help resolve disputes, and come to the aid of those in need in a respectful way befitting the uniform they wear.
Fair and equitable protection of and service to the community.
To have role models the community can look up to- the police officers should be an example of morals, behavior, and judgement.
The office should make everyone feel safe.
Keep community safe by addressing citizens concerns before they get out of hand.
To protect and serve. They need more officers. This county is huge and we need more of them.
Safety and enforcement of the laws
Protect and Serve. Not to antagonize by any means.
Arresting and incarcerating criminals
The Sheriff's role is not only enforcing laws but doing it a way that keeps everyone( including the officers) safe.
To protect and serve the citizens in the community.
In the city, not much. They should be outside city limits patrolling and serving the County.
Keeping our communities safe. Keeping our communities informed. Enforcement of laws that protect our communities. Providing humane, safe, and clean
accommodations for prisoners.
protect
To enforce the laws for everyone!!!
Be present, help keep people safe, be a partner.
To keep the community safe without discrimination.
Enforce laws, protect our population. Role models
To keep the community safe and to assist more than punish. (Work to find/connect people to resources).
to serve and protect
In my community they come when the Auburn Police department can't handle their job amicably.
They sort of "gang" up on the person in question without any actual questions or answers. In other words you're not innocent until proven guilty you are guilty!
Protect and serve its citizens
To protect the citizens of the county from illegal activities. Whether traffic infractions, illegal entries,
And domestic violence issues that can effect a neighborhood.
Keep us safe
To uphold the laws and constitution of the USA.To protect and serve their communities.
To protect the citizens of Cayuga County and set a good example by following all the laws.
To uohold the law and make sure our community is safe
To answer calls in a professional and timely manner to ALL residents of the community.
To be approachable, and involve in the community.

I feel that our Sheriff's Department is very involved in the community at every level, and makes a concerted effort to work with all layers of our community. I do not
believe our Sheriff's Department has any inherent racism, which is what spurs this type of survey. Our community is diverse and I have seen the Sheriff's Department in
many capacities treating everyone they deal with in respectful and professional manner.
Provide security and safety
Law inforcement, first and foremost. Education of public re: laws, consequences of drug use and other infractions.
To enforce current laws and protect when deemed necessary. To inform the public of how they should conduct themselves within the confines of the law. Offer fair and
just consequences for actions that go against the law and endanger those who abide by the law.
Protect and serve
To answer calls in a professional and timely manner to ALL residents of the community.
To be approachable, and involve in the community.
Protect and serve residents of our County. Be a backup for APD and vice versa.
To uphold the laws not break them they took a path to uphold the law. They should be better equipped with investigative techniques. Should go through red traffic lights
unless they have emergencies calls.
As an elected not appointed official, the Sheriff should defend the rights of the people it serves using the Constitutions of New York State and the United States as its
ultimate authority. It should do its best to fulfill its assigned duties as long as they are not in opposition to the Constitutions.
To Serve & Protect.
Apparently there roll is to set off fire works when their neighbor whom is a handsome, decorated Marine Combat Veteran with severe PTSD returns home from work.
To protect the peace and uphold the law
Not sure
Very disappointed in recent Sheriff's Office response to Governor's request to monitor Thanksgiving gatherings. While no one expected the Police to go door to door
inspecting Thanksgiving diners, a vote of confidence in limiting gatherings rather than a snarky refusal would have been helpful in a time when the virus is spreading
through the county. Too bad the sheriff doesn't feel more community responsibility outside his strictly defined official duties.
Protect and serve.
To protect life and property. Not be disrespected when doing so. If most people who call for help do what they are told when the Police arrive there wouldn't be a
need for community police groups who clearly have no idea how it is to put the uniform on and be an adult babysitter.
To keep us safe and informed
To lend a helping hand and support to us citizens i also feel it it their duty to enforce every law.
I have been arrested for my wrong doing and i will continue to support our local law enforcement
Police services should be the protectors of society not solders.
To protect its and enforce our laws. Educating our youth and doing carseat checks along with many other programs are an added bonus to our community. Our canine
officer have been at a few events our family has attended throughout the years. They are such an asset to the community.
To serve and protect all regardless of color and gender
To protect the public from dangerous people. To provide assistance and proper resolution to situations they are called to or involved in. To apply the LAW (not bs
mandates by a dictator governor) equally to all people.
I would assume the role would be to work with the public to help provide a safe and healthy community for the people to live, learn and thrive as a community.
Unfortunately, the lack of professionalism as well as integrity causes an issue that will remain until their is some sence of honesty and respect shown on both sides of
the law. U cannot set an example for the people when the police themselves or many of them are worse than the criminals they treat like trash.

To act as guardians for the public good.
To prevent crime.
To serve and protect.
To assist in handling matters as they happen unexpectedly most of the time. In an emergency situation or even not, they are needed and can assist in contacting the right
organization that fits your needs at that time. Provide a safe environment for all,even the accused and accuser.Be fair at all times and provide a neutral ground so
discussion can be relevant.
Successfully end the drug war, increase safety of protesters, end needless traffic stops of black and brown citizens and focus on policing themselves instead, fight the
ignorance and misinformation around Covid-19 by enforcing state and local guidelines, and do better to do reduce influence from and fight domestic terrorism from the
far-right extremists in our community.
To keep us safe
In part as to the whole as public servant ensuring the safety and health of the citizenry of Cayuga County. And therefore enforcing all of the health safety rules set down
by Albany to best ensure the safety and health of the people of New York State and slow to eventually stop the spread of deadly virus's like Covid-19. We cannot allow
ourselves to pick and choose which rules we will follow as they are all made with the most current data and medical science to ensure the safety and health of the
overall population of the state. (ie: Holliday gatherings.)
safety and wellbeing of the community
not sure other than filling in areas that locals can't cover
The role of the sheriff's department is to enforce the laws whether they agree with them or not. The sheriff's department should be apolitical. The latest statement by
the sheriff is disappointing.
Those fireworks could've been very well set off by a different neighbor when I got home so I retract my previous survey
Keep a low profile until called upon to save someone from being the victim of a crime; and to pursue the perpetrator.
Do the same as you have been.
To keep everyone safe.
To educate the public on safety issues, to set an example re following laws and behaviors, to investigate crimes, to help however they can.

To enforce our laws and keep the peace.
To provide safety, law and order in our community for those who don't want to obey the laws set forth and show no respect to the people and their property.
Keeping the community safe and enforcing laws.
maintain the peace / Education
Serve and protect
To protect all people in the county no matter what skin color they have. Crack down hard on the drug dealers and get the drugs out of Auburn! Our city has taken a very
bad turn towards drugs and it is not only bad for them, but is a major issue for Auburn and leads to a lot of violence, breaking in to cars, homes, murder and rape. I am
ashamed of how bad it has become in Auburn. I know you are all doing your best, but are you making a significant impact on the drugs and getting those people locked
up or to leave our city and county. Thank you for all you do! Stay Safe! I keep you all in my prayers!
PS: As a dog owner in this city, there is a leash law for dogs, but we need a lease law for cats. We get a few cats that come into our yard. The cats crap in our yard, tease
my dog(she is going crazy, and she is very strong). I am afraid of the cats injuring her with their nails. I don't understand why its a law for one and not for the other. It is
becoming a very annoying problem that I can't go out in my own yard with my dog, without having to watch for those cats coming up on us. It's very frustrating! What am
I suppose to do?
They are our safety. They are a reminder to all of us that we have a set of rules to follow. When I see a police vehicle patrolling, my initial feeling isn't fear; it's security
because I know they're doing their job.
i have never heard anything bad about the cayuga sheriffs or any other police dept.
to enforce the law
Keeping residents, community, people safe/comfortable, abiding & enforcement of laws
To fairly apply the law to all citizen situations regardless of race, age, or relationship. Protect and serve.
protect and serve
To continue to protect the innocent and arrest the the criminals. Cuomo is a jackass. His Bail Refirm is ridiculous. If they commit a crime they should be put in jail. IF they
can make bail, fine, if not they stay put.
Cuomo wants to close prisons, says we don't need them, costs too much money. If that's the problem then they
should cut back by giving them bread and water and basics. He and the Democrats do not back law enforcement, especially during the protests, then he asks law
enforcement to go "police" restaurants, bars, etc because of COVID and now peek in on families Thanksgiving...because it's his law!
I had a personal reason for the capture of Brian Wilkinson months ago. The way all law enforcement worked together to catch that piece of crap was awesome. I thank
you!
Protect and Serve and ignore Dicktator Cuomo. Kudos to Sheriff Brian Schenck!
The role of the Cayuga County Sheriff's Office is to enforce the law to protect our citizens.
Assist the population with the main goal of personal safety. Individual property and freedoms should always be observed and respected.
I'd like to see the Sheriff's Office set an example for how minority communities and individuals should be treated - with respect and consideration. There are a lot of folks
that look up to law enforcement and take their cues from them. If law enforcement sends a message that they aren't willing to hear and respond to criticism, that will
only reinforce the beliefs of people who think that those calling for reform are only complaining and that there are only two sides to this issue: you are either for the
police or against them. I am and many people like me don't believe that - we know that the police have a hard job to do, and we know that there are reforms that must
be made so that all members of the public feel safe and feel that they can trust the police.
To protect and serve the citizens of Cayuga County, to ensure their safety and liberties.
Duplicate of sevices
The enforcement of laws to ensure the well being of persons and their property.
1. protect the public 2. uphold laws
To serve and protect the public
To serve and protect the citizens.
I think moving away policing from ticket quotas to waking a beat and knowing people will help the officers solve issues easier.
Protect and serve not just writing tickets
To protect the comunity an them self
To ensure the safety of all community members
To protect our community from unsafe or potentially unsafe situations
To enforce the Laws of NYS in Cayuga County.
Protect and Serve.
To protect the community and keep it as a safe place to live.
Public safety, public education, enforcing the laws of NY. Interacting with children to build bonds and hopefully prevent them from committing crimes and using drugs
To protect and serve the residents without political commentary
Public safety.
Amazing jobs. Never met any officers that are rude or discriminate. Always wearing badges proudly and with respect. Ever fire call or rescue call i have worked with them
they have been top notch. And would always welcome them back. Brian schneck has done amazing with his officers. Keep up the great work brothers in sisters in blue.
From your sister in red.
protect and serve
To serve the community; and to safeguard lives and property; to protect the innocent against deception, the weak again oppression or intimidation and the peaceful
against violence or disorder; and to respect the constitutional rights of all to liberty, equality, and justice.
Somewhat cliche, but still true -- protect and serve.
Respond to reports of criminal activity.
A police force that upholds the constitution of United States.

Keep us Safe.
Enforce our laws and keep people safe.
protect and serve
Serve and protect its citizens.
Maintaining a safe community and keeping our residents safe from crime. Educating the community on safety and security.
Keeping us safe and enforcing laws
To protect and help the local agencies in Cayuga County. Be more involved besides the Sheriff, it would be nice to see more officers engaged.
To protect members of our community with justice and respect while also protecting themselves, not always easy or perfect especially dealing with difficult unruly
people, not sure of protocol but it would be advisable for no officer to be left working on their own, for their protection and also a witness with unruly, untruthful
people.
To serve and protect. I felt very threatened. I was using a walker as I have spranged ankle and was covered up with long sleeves and face covering as I have a disability,
Lupus. I have to avoid sunlight because of rashes. I was discriminated against they wanted to know why I had so much clothing in the summer and why I was in that park.
I was wanting to enjoy the outdoors and fell asleep on one of the wooden steps at the park. A women apparently thought I was drunk and called the police. I was
interrogated by 4 cops separately during an hour time till my fiancé picked me up. Police should be descaling situations and helping educate the public not harassing
disabilities.
The Cayuga County Sheriff's Office serves the community and offers protection from those who do not follow the law.
I feel that the role of the Cayuga County Sheriff's office is traditional in that our laws need to be enforced, our citizens assisted in time of need, our roads kept safe, and
crimes investigated.
I only selected "good" above rather than "excellent" due to the size of Cayuga County - it seems we should have more officers out there.
The role of the the Sheriff's office is to uphold the law within the boundaries of law - period. As a country we have done our law enforcement departments a grave
disservice when we expect them to put their lives at risk while simultaneously expecting them to not do their jobs for fear of "offending" the criminal elements who
continuously commit crime. We do not resolve one injustice by perpetuating another and this is what's happening now. Law enforcement is being made the scapegoat
for the failures of society over the last 300 years. You don't take a handful of bad officers and crucify the whole institution of law enforcement any more than a handful
of bad priests, doctors, etc...mean we should abolish worship & medicine. As a society we have glorified the criminal element in video games,movies, t.v. and on the
media - and irresponsibly let the media drive the narrative. Yep, "defund" the police (whatever that actually means) and see what society looks like after the fact.
Be there for Emergency calls and crime reporting and be seen-in the community.
Provide a reassuring and comforting presence.
I feel the role is to protect and to serve all of our county citizens with dignity and respect and empathy for the victims of crime.
keep our community safe and build relationships to help prevent future crime
Do exactly what they do.
protect the community, be involved in social activities in a positive manner, help solve minor issues between people, arrest the unlawful people, follow the rules of law.
provide fair/ responsive law enforcement
Protecting citizens, preventing crime, assisting public, enforcing traffic laws.
To protect and serve
PROTECT AND SERVE
protect citizens
Protection
The men and women in our local law enforcement are some of the most highly trained and respected throughout the community.
If you are having trouble with the law enforcement agencies then you should stop breaking the law. My opinion of course.
Respect goes along way. Give respect, get respect.
The lack of processing hand gun permits has become a political issue. If certain folks don't like folks having them they refuse to process in a timely manner. (Reported
from a law enforcement officer)
It should be the main presence. The state police function used to be protecting the governor . That somehow has been lost. Their presence in organized crime could be
used. I feel the sherrif's force is diminished to the point of one car at night is crazy. This county is huge. The powers in control have to wake up and add more officers. I
was always taught to respect our police force. I do that even when I was in the wrong. I'm not perfect, but they helped me get my act together. More kids need to go as a
class outing to the Auburn jailhouse. The one in the city. My class did and it helped with my attitude in life. More in school lessons by the officers on how to report a
crime and or a person in trouble should be given. This needs to be done every year along with the help that both sides would get, a better attitude would be attained.
Perhaps meetings with adults on a monthly basis in controlled amounts of people could be done. All of this points to communication on both sides. The fact of the matter
is people just don't if they can trust your officers to be there and to be treated fairly, and with respect. Having said that I couldn't do your job, as I think you don't have
respect for those that are wrong doers. Most people I know only see the medias opinion. Biased and set up as it is. Lastly you are in a war with the people that you are
sworn to serve and protect. It needs to get back to the trust as it was when I was young. God bless you each and every one. Some of us are still here for you.
To respond to calls for assistance. To investigate unlawful activities. To interact with the public and our youth to provide for better understanding of expectations for
both.
To keep law and order
To continue doing exactly what you have done!
Their role is to serve and protect the community. Our law enforcement in Cayuga county gets that confused. They serve and protect their own, not the community.
They all treat members of the community as criminals.
Protect and keep our community safe.

To protect County residents and visitors, to ensure safety and order continue throughout the county.
Protect the rights of individuals and uphold the law.
Maintain public safety through road patroal, administration of county jail, and community service.
Maintain public safety through road patroal, administration of county jail, and community service.
I feel the role of the Cayuga County Sheriff's Department is to protect the citizens of the community from crime against individuals.
The role is to keep the peace, protect the citizens.
Safety
Leadership
To help keep the public safe and to be positive role models for people, especially kids and young adults. keeping in mind that all people of color should be treated with
respect and equality.
The out reach that Sheriff Schenck and his colleagues conduct with the public are a big positive factor in out reach to the public..
To maintain order, protect and model standards/laws
To collaborate with community agencies on cases that require follow-up and/or linkages to resources
So much! You guys know we appreciate you.
To control the law and enforce it.
They are the primary law enforcement service for people living outside the city. They work alongside local and state leo to ensure law, order and domestic tranquility.
Protect and Serve the communities
Keeping us safe and they do an EXCELLENT job!
To serve the community in a safe and productive manner
To protect and serve the community in all aspects. For the community to be able to rely on help (in any form) when needed
To keep the citizens safe
I see men and women of this office living in our community and they are highly respectable people. The social media posts explaining details of difficult calls is a
wonderful measure. I think it serves as a model other agencies could follow for helping to improve community relations and explain what goes into responding to these
calls.
Protecting us
To make our community safe, while helping people who have needs.
enforce the laws and protect the public
Respond and maintain order, proactive on the roads and on crime..
Peace Keepers....Pelice's real image must change. The Citizens of this community need to be able to view the police as partners, fellow citizens and not fear them.
Policing is an calling, not simply a job. Recruiting and properly training Police Officers is primary.
De-escalation is essential in most instances. Communication by the individual officers and community of officers to the Citizens of the community is center to the
problems of policing. Better communication with community policing will improve much. Police must not be seen as an invading force, therefore police need to live in
the communities they serve and protect!

